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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
11TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR

MIAMI DADE

COUNTY, FLORIDA

CIRCUIT CIVIL DIVISION
CASE NO.
CEIBA PALM

LLC,

Plaintiff,
V

GPB CAPITAL

HOLDINGS, LLC,

GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD.,
and ASCENDANT CAPITAL, LLC,
Defendants.
i
COMPLAINT
Plaintiff

CEIBA

PALM

LLC

("Plaintiff')

sues

Defendants,

GPB

CAPITAL

HOLDINGS, LLC ("GPB Capital"), GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND,

"Fund"),

and ASCENDANT CAPITAL, LLC

...

("Ascendant") (collectively,

the

LTD.

(the
"

"Defendants")

and states:

PARTIES, JURISDICTIONAND VENUE
This is

1.

an

action for

exclusive of interest, costs, and

laws

of

in

excess

of Thirty Thousand Dollars

LLC,

is

a

limited

liability

company established under the

Florida, with its principal place o f business in Miami-Dade County,

previously

known

converted into

shutts.com

a

as

($30,000.00)

attorney's fees.

Plaintiff Ceiba Palm

2.

damages

"Lupe Corporation,"

Florida limited

liability

a now

company

I FORT LAUDERDALE I JACKSONVILLE I MIAMI

dissolved Bahamian

(and changed

its

Florida. Plaintiff was

corporation,

name

I ORLANDO I SARASOTA I TALLAHASSEE

to

until it

Ceiba Palm

I TAMPA

was

LLC),

I WEST PALM BEACH

pursuant to Sections 605.1051-605.1056, Florida Statutes (the Florida Revised Limited Liability

Company Act)

ofthe

March 21, 2018.

Defendant GPB

3

with its

on

princ*al place
and

Fund,

Fund. GPB

was

Capital Holdings, LLC, is

of business in New

a

Delaware limited

York, New York.

GPB

effected the Fund's securities

Defendant GPB Automotive Income

under the laws of the

Cayman Islands for the

Fund, Ltd.,

purpose of

majority

offerings.

investment advisor registered under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940
4.

is

company

Capital is the general partner

at all relevanttimes the control person, manager, and

Capital, therefore,

liability

a

owner

Capital

GPB

is

an

("IAA").

limited company

investing the

of the

organized

Fund's cash assets into

operating businesses in various industries.
Defendant Ascendant

5.

principal place
and

was

Plaintiff,

of business in

responsible

Austin,

setting

This Court has

48.193(1), (2), (6),

and

(7).

up and

distributing

jurisdiction over

as an

liability

company with

underwriter for the

the Fund shares to

and not isolated

in

or

activity

general

maintain
in

the claims in this

a

Fund,

investors, including

the State of

and

Complaint

specificjurisdiction over the

Florida,

liability

with

addition, Defendants directed their

made to

Defendants

substantial,

to

activities at

Florida

of Plaintiff in Florida. Plaintiff is

company, and the Defendants caused

misrepresentations

in

Plaintiff

were

§

and committed tortious acts within the State of

Florida, including by marketing their products in Florida and

communicating

under Fla. Stat.

operations in Florida, have engaged

Florida giving rise to Plaintiff's claims herein. In

limited

Texas limited

a

Texas. Ascendant served

This Court has

they conduct business

systematic,

and

is

and other investors in Miami-Dade County, Florida.

6.

because

for

Capital, LLC,

received

damage
in

residents,
a

Florida

to Plaintiff in Florida. The

Florida,

Plaintiff relied

on

the
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misrepresentations

in Florida in

its investment

making

decisions, and the damages from

Defendants' conduct was suffered in Florida.
Venue is proper in this Court because

7.

misconduct at issue in this

case

suffered

County.

damages

Specifically, the
which

in this

The

directed at this

or were

parties' relationship

by

Plaintiff in Florida. In

statements about its investment in the

communications from Defendants

addition,

Fund in this

(whether directly

of action therefore accrued in this

cause

in

place

significant portion of the transactions and
County

or

and Plaintiff

is centered in this

resident Plaintiff made its investments in the Fund based upon

relied upon

were

took

a

County.

representations

the Plaintiff received

numerous

and received various other

County,

indirectly) in

this

County.

Plaintiff's

County.

FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS
The

8

into,

which was

GPB

Capital,

causes

of action herein

purported to be

for

an

arose

out of an "investment" contract Plaintiff entered

investment in the

and marketed and advertised

by

Defendants. After Plaintiff was induced to invest
their agents

subsequently failed

funds,

or

investment funds

on

were

the

were

documents in

a

$350,000.00 into

the

on

behalf of all of the

Fund,

the Defendants and

due,

account for the means and method

to account for the whereabouts of the investment

being

taken to

secure

the return

of

the Plaintiff' s

1

Plaintiff does not have

that Defendants have

Ascendant,

investment, failed to

invested,

to account for what actions

investment principal and interest.

1

Defendant

to return Plaintiff's principal investment in the Fund when

failed to pay the contractual return

by which the

Fund, which was managed by Defendant

a copy of the
of
the original
copy

original investment documents,
documents,

but it is believed

and would be able to

provide

such

discovery.
-3-
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At all relevant

9.

times, Lupe Corporation

administrated by its trustees and

of the Trust

Jorge

requested by their

through

a

Trust,

was

beneficiary, Pedro Fuentes. In addition,

primary beneficiary's(Pedro Fuentes) children, Alejandro

asked and

owned

settlors, Alvaro Estrada Mesa and Miguel Andres Estrada Mesa

(collectively, the "Trustees") for the benefit
the

was

Fuentes and

father to monitor the activities of the Trust.

Fuentes would advise the Trustees

regarding

the

Jorge Fuentes,

were

Alejandro Fuentes

suitability of the

and

investments for their

elderly father, Pedro Fuentes.
Unfortunately, the

10.

Defendants induced and deceived

Plaintiff, through

fraudulent misrepresentations, to invest $350,000.00 into the Fund under the
investment
Plaintiff's

safe investment and would be

was a

funds,

In

to

liquidate. Then,

premise that the

after

having

the Defendants failed and refused to return the invested funds when

failed to pay the accrued
11.

quick

numerous

taken

due,

and

interest, despite repeated promises that payment would be forthcoming.

particular,

the Plaintiffwas

by representations made by

Jan

(collectively the

Advisors"f

"Financial

fraudulently induced

Haenggi ("Mr. Haenggi"),
who

were

acting

into

investing into

and David Muino
on

the

Fund,

("Mr. Muino")

behalf of and with actual and

apparent authority from GPB Capital and the Fund.
12.

In

the Financial

authority
with

a

or

about late 2016, the Trustees,

Advisors,

from the

who made

Defendants, that

there

was a

with actual and apparent authority from the

The Financial Advisors

Switzerland
called JTS

("BSI"),

representativesof Plaintiff, were advised by

representations on

minimum investment of $100,000. In late

z

as

were

behalf of and with actual and apparent

lucrative investment for Plaintiff to invest

2016, the Financial Advisors,

on

Defendants, advised representatives

financial advisors at BSI

Ltd.,

a

in,

behalf of and

of the

Plaintiff,

bank in

Zurich,

until both Financial Advisors left BSI and created their

Investments, but the Financial Advisors acted

on

apparent authority of the DefendantsGPB Capital and the Fund

own company,
behalf of and with actual and

at all times relevantherein.
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that,

among other

things: (i)

there

of retail automotive

portfolio

estimated return

was over

Defendants shared

an

was an

dealerships

8.25% per year;

opportunity
with

(iii)

advertisement with

invest in

to

a

fund which invests in

approaching $1 billion; (ii)

revenue

and that this

was a

safe investment.

of the

representatives

Plaintiff,

a

that the

Specifically,

which

stated,

in

relevantpart:

("GPB"), the investment manager of
Fund, Ltd. (the "Fund") is a New Yorkbased investment firm with a focus on acquiring middle-market,
income-producing portfolio companies. They provide their
portfolio company operators with the strategic planning,
managerial insight, and capital needed to enable strong businesses
to achieve a new level of growth and profitability.
GPB

Capital Holdings,

LLC

GPB Automotive Income

In

addition, Plaintiff was

advised by the Financial Advisors that the investment was "Recession

Resilient" with "Best in Class

a

"Current and Sustainable Yield.

The Defendants represented to Plaintiffthat the

13.
was

Operating Partners" and had

possible

was

Dealerships" and

because the investment

was

"secured

reason

such

a

..

consistent return

by equity ownership

in U.S. Auto

had "Additional Collateral" in the form of "Escrowed management fees and

equity reserves." Plaintiff was never told specificallyhow the investment would be held, whether
Plaintiff would be

Fund,
have

precisely how

or

an

directly investing in the Fund, whether Plaintiff would

Advisors,

on

liquidated

on

90-days'

notice. In

behalf of and with actual and apparent

representatives

apply

invested, merely that its investment would

8.25% annual return, and that the investment had

investment could be

3

Plaintiff's funds would be

of

hold the shares of the

the Plaintiff that the investment had

a

ninety (90) day policy wherein the

particular,

in late 2016, the Financial

authority from
a

"90

days'

the

notice"

Defendants,

advised
,,3

"Liquidity Feature'

Defendants' advertisement stated that

"up to two 1 -year extensions if needed" may
investment, however, Plaintiffhas waited well over two
days'
still has not received the value of its investment, or the contractual interest.

to the 90

years, and

notice term of the

-5shutts.com
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which was

one

of the material reasons Plaintiffmade the initial decision, in

Florida, to invest

in

to Plaintiff that the investment had

a

the Fund.
14.

Critically,

"Defined Exit
15.

the Defendants

represented

..

Strategy.
Mr.

Haenggi and

Mr.

Muino, acting

on

behalf of Defendants and with actual and

apparent authority from Defendants, fraudulently represented
Fuentes and
The

Jorge Fuentes that

ability to liquidate the

Plaintiff's investment in the Fund could be

investment at any time

was

liquidation

Financial Advisors

represented

for Plaintiffto be able to

Muino

on

Capital,
invested

an

that the investment

Fund,

was

suitable for

and based upon

authority from

representationsby

of money with Defendants

GPB

as

its

clearly understood that a

that its

Plaintiff, knowing

critical

acquired 3,500

Capital and

of $100 per share for

a

the

Fund,

shares worth

particular,

on

shares of GPB Automotive Income Fund Ltd

price

Haenggi and Mr.

Defendants Ascendant, GPB

by purchasing

entrusted these funds to the Defendants. In

a

Plaintiff

liquidate the investment on short notice.

significant sum

KYG403641049, at

needed.

as

80-year-old man, a Florida resident, and knowing that it was

behalf of and with actual and apparent

$350,000.00, and
Plaintiff

was

Based upon the material representationsmade to Plaintiff by Mr.

and the
a

and it

Alejandro

term was neither suitable nor desirable under the circumstances. The

principal beneficiary was

16.

liquidated

critically important to

principal beneficiary was Pedro Fuentes who was in his 80's
3-5 year

to the Trustees and to

Plaintiff

a

total of

December

1, 2016,

Shares -A-, ISIN

total investment value of $350,000.00, plus

the cost of commissions and taxes.
17.

Eventually,

Plaintiff sought to close its investment account and

return of its money from the Defendants. In

requested

the

early July 2018, Plaintiffrequested more information

-6
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regarding

the

Fund, and then requested that the value of its investment be liquidated. It

this point, that Plaintiff began to learn that perhaps there
there
over

was no

was no

"Defined Exit

"Current and Sustainable Yield." To the contrary, Plaintiff

was

at

Strategy" and that
strung along for

was

by Defendantswho repeatedly promised to return Plaintiff its funds together with

two years

the contractual

interest,

but

ultimately Plaintiff received

neither its investment returns

nor

any

portion of its principal.
When Plaintiff requested the return of its monies to which it is

18.
was

told

by

the Defendants that there

delays

were

entitled, Plaintiff

in payment of the returns. The

delays

continued for months and when the contract term ended, no monies were returned to Plaintiff.
19.

Part of the

reason

Plaintiffrequested

a

return of its

company, the Fund's Private Placement Memorandum

being an investor in the Fund.

Defendant's

own

investment, was that as

("PPM") prohibits

advertising

a

U.S.

a

entity

U.S.
from

described the investment as "Not for

U.S. Investors" despite Defendants having marketed the investments to other Florida residents.

Countless emails were

exchanged between the

Defendants

Plaintiff's

regarding

Plaintiff and the

repeated requests (over

the

representatives
course

of

and/or agents of

over

two

years)

to

liquidate Plaintiff's position in the Fund.4
20.

When Plaintiff

Plaintiff's investment in the

?

The Financial

requested

fund,

additional information from Ascendant

Ascendant failed to

provide regular updates, and

regarding

information

behalf of and with actual and apparent authority from the
in late 2016, that the investment would be held in Plaintiff's name,

Advisors,

on

Defendants, represented
which was a material misrepresentation on which Plaintiff relied upon when deciding to invest in
the Fund. However, on June 13, 2019, Ascendant advised for the first time that the shares were
not held in Plaintiff's name, but were actually held under a custodian or nominee, which Plaintiff
learned was EFG Bank. When Plaintiff requested EFG Bank to liquidate Plaintiff's investment in
the Fund, EFG Bank advised they could not do so because they were prevented from
withdrawing any of the $350,000.00 or the accrued interest by the Fund and its representatives
and agents.

-7
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the investment.

regarding

Likewise, Defendants GPB Capital, and the Fund, failed

notices regarding Plaintiff's investment and the Fund. Counsel for Plaintiffalso
information from EFG
from Damien

Bank,

and

on

Perez, Vice President,

notices regarding GPB

August 20, 2020,

at EFG

number of

provide

requested

counsel for Plaintiff received

Bank, attaching a

Capital and the Fund,

to

an

this

email

concerning letters

and

its deficient performance, and its refusal to refund

its investment to investors. Several of these letters and notices are described below.
Plaintiff received

21.
Plaintiff that

on

a

February 28,2019

letter dated March

"authorities came to GPB

"unscheduled visit," and collected material. Based
learned that this "visit"
22.

was

on

Capital's New York offices" in

public

news

from the FBI and the New York Business

On March 19, 2019, Federico

advised that the matter

5

1,2019' from GPB Capital advising

regarding

Solis, Client

was

was

considering

Fund's management was

confirm that the value of the investment
transferred to Plaintiff.
the Fund's PPM

was

Integrity Commission.

Ascendant

Plaintiff's request to withdraw its funds from the Fund "has
can

hold this asset" and that the

Plaintiff's demand to redeem its investment.

repeatedly advised that the

sources, Plaintiff recently

Relations Associate at

been escalated to GPB's board," confirming that "no U.S. person
board

an

can

Since that

time,

Plaintiff

"reviewing" Plaintiff's request and will

be redeemed and

liquidated

and the value would be

However, Plaintiff's requests continued to be ignored, the violation of

not

resolved, and

it appears that Defendants'

representations were just

a

5

Although the Plaintiff should have been receiving regular updates and informationfrom
regarding the investment in the Fund, Plaintiff only first received this letter
(through its counsel, the undersigned) on August 20,2020, when Mr. Perez sent over a number
of notices and letters from GPB Capital and the Fund.

the Defendants

6

Ascendant

Capital,

LLC markets itself

distribution and

structuring,
servicing through,
LLC
member
FINRA/SIPC.
Strategies,

as

an

affiliate

of,

and offers

securities,

their broker-dealer Ascendant Alternative
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stall tactic to prevent Plaintifffrom

obtaining the value of its principal investment and percentage

returns.

Plaintiff received

23.

stating that,
of GBP

among other

April 30, 20197,

from GBP

"determined to

repeated inquiries

of Plaintiff were advised that there

and demands

by representatives

were

Plaintiff's investment would be returned at

excess

of the term of the investment

of the "90

Alejandro

days'

Fuentes and

notice"

Jorge

investment would result in
On

a

some

point during

as

they known

and

small

vast

portion of

majority

of

2021. This time schedule was well

Plaintiffwould not be

complete loss, which appears to

Fund,

2020, and the

advisors to the Trustees would have

be

May 15, 2020, Plaintiff, through counsel,

Relations Associate at the

a

and well in

Feature." Moreover, neither the Trustees,

Chief Executive Officer and Founder of Defendant GPB

of Plaintiff' s

an

eventually representatives

(as represented by Defendants to Plaintiff),

"Liquidity

Fuentes

Plaintiff to invest in the Fund had

25.

for

of Plaintiff as to the

"delays" with the investment, and that

Plaintiff's investment would be returned toward the end of

excess

and the Fund

suspend further redemptions [of the Fundl

status of payment of the investment principal and investment interest,

in

Capital

..

After

24.

letter dated

things, based on a prior letter dated July 5, 2018, the Board of Directors

Capital Holdings, LLC

indefinite period.

a

paid

on

ever

time,

agreed
or

nor

for

that the

presently the case.

sent a letter to David

Gentile,

the

Capital and Adam Champion, the Client

copying Federico Solis at Ascendant, demanding the

investment, plus all interest, dividends, no later than May 29,2020.

return

See Exhibit

,,

"1'

7

Plaintiff first received this

2020, when Mr. Perez sent

over a

letter, through

its

counsel, the undersigned, on August 20,

number o f letters and notices from GPB

Capital and the Fund.
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Plaintiff also received

26.
Fund

stating that,

shall be

by

among other

a

May 28, 20208,

letter dated

things, "effective June 1, 2020,

temporarily suspended and

accrued to be

paid at

a

from GBP

Capital

distribution payments to investors

later

date, which will

be determined

the Board of Directors of the Fund" and that "our automotive business has
decrease in revenue" due to the current

sharp

Capital

and the Fund advised that

Fund for 2017,
27.

Capital and
been

they

experienced

ongoing circumstances. Critically, Defendants

still have not

completed the outstanding

a

GBP

audits for the

2018, and 2019.
On June 4,2020, Plaintiff,

the Fund

communicating

through counsel, sent another letter to

(and copying Ascendant), advising that,

among other

for the last two years with the Fund and its

withdraw Plaintiff's investment from the

4,2020 civil theft demand letter is attached hereto

as

§

for GBP

in attempts to

$1,050,000.00 (three

772.11. A copy of the June

Exhibit "B."

July 16, 2020, Plaintiff, through counsel, sent a

Esq., Managing Counsel

things, Plaintiff has

representatives

amount of

times Plaintiff's investment of $350,000.00) pursuant to Fla. Stat.

On

Defendants GPB

Fund, but Plaintiffhas continuouslybeen stonewalled,

delayed, and ignored. Plaintiff demanded treble damages in the

28.

and the

Capital, again demanding return

letter to Jennifer Bergenfeld,
of Plaintiff's

investment, by

July 22,2020. See Exhibit "C,
29.

When threatened with

legal action, Defendant

repeated promises

that Plaintiff would

specifics as to how

and when the investment and

30.
a

certainly be paid

GPB

Capital

and the Fund made

in due course, but without

going

into

principal was to be paid back.

From Plaintiff's review of public record, it appears Defendants may be

engaged in

pattern of deception and fraud, with regard to investments in the Fund, and similar investments.
8

2020,

Plaintiff first received this

when Mr. Perez sent

over a

letter, through

its

counsel, the undersigned, on August 20,
Capital and the Fund.

number o f letters and notices from GPB
-10-
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31.
that GPB

For
was

in

example,

operating

a

a

Ponzi scheme.

litigation against Patrick Dibre,
County,

Nassau

lawsuit filed by

former

a

[Capitall were

in fact caused

and that

"[Mr.] Gentile

also

that

either

were

never

engaged

performed

per month. The

$100,000

Specifically, in July 2017,

(the

"Dibre

Capital, which

GPB

by

or

by

GPB

a

complicated

very

which

Case").

Capital

State

On March

initiated

a

Supreme Court,

19, 2018, Mr. Dibre

included allegations that "the losses occasioned

his father's

performance

operating partner, it was alleged

operating partner, in New York

Index No. 606417/2017

filed counterclaims against GPB

former GPB

a

manipulative Ponzi

accounting firm

were

of those

and

to

perform monthly services

overbilled in the

alleged

services

..

scheme'

by

approximate
a

amount of

related party

was

not

..

disclosed to investors at that time.'
32.

In

Automotive

alleging

a

addition,

Group,

in

July 2019,

filed another lawsuit

David

against

GPB

Capital in

a

chief executive of Prime

Massachusetts

Superior Court,

"massive securities fraud" in which it used money from investors to support the

performance of auto dealershipsit owns, as well as to
33.

On

or

about October

for the Eastern District of New

Compliance

Officer of GPB

Government

Computer,

the

Rosenberg,

finance payments to other investors.

17, 2019, the Grand Jury of the United States District Court

York,

Capital,

indicted Michael

Cohn,

for Obstruction of

the

Managing Director and Chief

Justice, Obtaining

Information from

a

and UnauthorizedDisclosure of Confidential Information. According to

Department o f Justice, the

indictmentand related court

documents, provide, in relevant part:

superseding indictment and other court
documents, Cohn previously worked as a Securities Compliance
Examiner and Industry Specialist in the SEC's Enforcement
Division, where he assisted investigations into violations of
securities laws. In approximately October 2018, Cohn left the SEC
to join GPB, a private equity firm based in Manhattan and Garden
City, New York, that manages over $1.5 billion in assets.
However, prior to leaving the SEC, Cohn accessed information on
As

set

forth in the
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SEC

relating to an Enforcement Division investigation into
During discussions with GPB personnel about obtaining a

servers

GPB.

job there, Cohn advised them that he had inside information about
the SEC's investigation, and on several occasions he disclosed
information to members of GPB's senior management about that

investigation.
See United States

of America v.

Michael

It appears that

recently,

confirming that

he had "accessed confidential information" from the SEC files. The former the

on

about

Cohn, Case No. 19-CR-97(S-1)(JFB) (E.D.N.Y. 2019).

or

Mr. Cohn entered

September 8, 2020,

Managing Director and Chief Compliance Officer of GPB Capital, now faces

prison under the terms
34.

6, 2019, Millicent R. Barasch filed

GPB Automotive Portfolio LP, and

Court for the Western District of Texas,

regulator recently concluded, the

recognition,"with the "only

others,

line between GPB

difference between GPB

Capital

led

by

its CEO David

creating an
limited

their

the Second Amended

Gentile,

and others

GPB

and acts

Capital

as

a

servers as

holding
the

class action

against

in the United States District
state

securities

and Ascendant is "blurred

beyond

Ascendant entities [being]

Capital Holdings, LLC, Case -No.
1-3

GBP

1-.19-

(W.D. Tex. 2019).

Complaint in Barasch v. GPB, GPB Capital,

"provided

elaborate series of individual 'Funds,'

partnership

companies.
over

alleged in

a

Capital and the

CV-01079-LY, at Second Amended Complaint [DE 190],ltf
As

up to six months in

alleging, among other things, that "[a]s a

the e-mail addresses used." Millicent R. Barasch v. GPB

35.

guilty plea,

of the plea deal.

On November

Capital, Ascendant,

a

...

the framework for the Ponzi scheme

[e]ach of the GPB Funds is

company for

general partner

one

or

more

structured

by

as a

underlying portfolio

of the Funds and has

complete control

operations and management. Investors purchase interests in the Funds ..." Id

at lili 5-

6.
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As further

36.

keep

this

capital,

enterprise afloat for

a

several years,

Behind the

...

complex

reveals another layer

underneath,

Derivative

each layer

In another matter,

on

State of

Portfolio, LP,
Derivative

or

Complaint,

Defendants and to

Partnerships have
as

a

Holdings II,

David

a

LP

GPB's

facilitated, and

layer peeled

benefitted

off of the outer surface

Gentile, Jeffrey Lash,
for

and

declaration that GPB
a

Partnerships

pie-in-the-sky promises

a

Verified

Jeffrey Schneider,
from breach of

(1) damages resulting

Capital has engaged in fraud,

material effect

(the "Partnerships").

"the assets of the

satisfy

Funds, however,

at lili 9-10.

willful misconduct which has had

and GPB

the GPB

Capital's

ultimatelyprofiting from the investors who put their

Delaware,

fiduciary duties by GPB Capital, and for (2)
negligence,

up,

of GPB

January 28,2020, Jeff and Carol Lipman filed

Complaint against GPB Capital,

Chancery of the

propped

billion in investment

pockets

Capital and

every

illegal machine of GPB Capital." See id.

in the Court of

gross

of GPB

onion,

an

into the

siphoned

web of entities and individuals who
Ponzi scheme. Like

37.

was

public-facing fagade

financially from the

money into the

long enough to generate $1.8

of which

significant percentage

a

principals.
lurked

alleged in Barasch v. GPB, GPB Capital and Ascendant were "able to

As

on

GPB Automotive

alleged

in the Verified

have been cannibalized to enrich
to investors...

[i]n addition,

incurred substantial legal and other expenses and indemnification

the

obligations

result of mvriad investigations, proceedings, and litigation arising from GPB's

mismanagement of the Partnerships and the potentially criminal conduct of its officers.
..

See

JeffLipman v.

GPB

Version Filed January
38.

Capital Holdings, LLC, Case No. 2020-0054-SG,Complaint

-

Public

31, 2020, (Delaware Chancery Court 2020) (emphasis added).

On May 27,2020, the Enforcement Section of the Massachusetts Securities

Division ofthe Office of the

Secretary of the Commonwealth, filed an Administrative Complaint
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to commence an

adjudicatory proceeding against GPB Capital

result of misconduct

by

Defendant GPB

Capital

and

[Mr.] Gentile's business partner Jeffrey Schneider."

In

for violation of local

Ascendant,

particular,

which is

laws,

as a

"wholly-owned by

the Massachusetts authorities

alleged that GPB Capital maintained authority to suspend distributions whenever it wished,

and

that the firm "continued to make monthly distributions in order to maintain appearances and stay
attractive to investors"but that GBP
to make these

distributions,

memoranda and

marketing

which

Capital was actually "dipping into other
was

materials,

in reliance

and without

inception."See In

misconduct

knowing

against

GPB

et

GPB

aware

are not

than $14 million to GPB

of

allege

that

over

180

"under false and

in

self-dealing

from

CapitalHoldings, LLC, DoeketNo. E-2018-0100.
a

number of other
GPB Funds

are

actions

also

alleging

fraud and other

pending across the

United States.

limited to: Kinnie Ma Individual Ret. Acct., et al.,

v.

Ascendant

al., (U.S. Dist. Ct., W.D. Tex., Case No.. 1:19-cv-01050), commenced

Action No.. 1.19-cv-10498

657232/2019

private placement

Capital

Capital continually engaged

October 25, 2019; and DeLuca v. GPB Automotive Portfolio, LP,

Holdings, LLC,

..

of income'

Capital private placement memoranda and marketing

that GPB

Capital and the

Those actions include, but

Capital, LLC

on

more

the Matter of GPB

Plaintiff is

39.

to statements made in its

materials." The Massachusetts authorities

Massachusetts investors contributed

misleading pretenses,

"contrary

sources

(LAK)),

commenced on November

1:19-cv-07250-ALC

(N.Y. Sup. Ct.);

(S.D.N.Y.);

Younker v. GPB

Golder

v.

Dist.

(U.S.

Ct., S.D.N.Y., Civil

15, 2019; Wade v. GPB Capital
GPB

Capital Holdings, LLC,

Capital Holdings, LLC,

Ct.); Purcell v. Potratz,

on

157679/2019

(N.Y. Sup.

(Cal. Sup. Ct.). See.4#Lipman v.

GPB

CapitalHoldings, LLC Verified Derivative Complaint at 7 51.
40.

To

date, no monies have been returned to Plaintifffrom

any ofthe Defendants.
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41.

Plaintiffhascomplied with all conditions precedent to

bringing this action.

42.

Plaintiff retained the

required

undersigned attorneys

and is

to pay reasonable

attorney's fees and costs.
COUNT I

-

(against
Plaintiff

43.

realleges

BREACH OF CONTRACT

GBP

Capital and the Fund)

and restates the

allegations

in

1

Paragraphs

42

through

as

if

fully alleged and stated herein.
Plaintiff has

44.

fully performed its obligations pursuant to

Subscription Agreement (including the PPM) between Plaintiff
for the

(collectively, "GPB"),

purchase

the terms of that certain

and GPB

of shares of the Fund at

a

Capital and

cost of

the Fund

$350,000.00, plus

commissions and other fees.
Defendants GBP

45.

many ways,

including

Capital and the Fund have materially breached

but not limited to the

$350,000.00 principal investment in
annual interest; (c) GBP's failure to
GBP's failure to
46.

the

following (a)

Fund; (b)

the agreement in

GPB's failure to return Plaintiff's

GPB's failure to pay the

agreed upon 8.25%

provide payment within ninety (90) days

of request; and

(d)

provide an accounting of Plaintiff's investment in the Fund.

As

a

direct and

material breaches of the

proximate

result of Defendant GPB

Capital's

Subscription Agreement (including the PPM),

and the Fund's

Plaintiff has suffered

daniages.
WHEREFORE,
HOLDINGS, LLC,

GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD. in breach of the

Agreement (including
investment

plus

the

Plaintiff requests that the Court find Defendants GPB

the

PPM),

and award Plaintiff

promised returns

on

such

and costs, and such other relief as is just and

I FORT LAUDERDALE I JACKSONVILLE I MIAMI

Subscription

in the amount of the

original

investment, prejudgment interest, attorney's

fees

equitable in the circumstances.
-
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COUNT II

-

FRAUDULENT INDUCEMENT

(against all Defendants)
Plaintiff

47.

realleges

and restates the

allegations

in

Paragraphs

1

through

46

as

if

fully alleged and stated herein.
This is

48.

an

action for fraudulent inducement

against Defendants Ascendant,

GPB

Capital, and the Fund.
Prior to the time Plaintiff entered into the

49.

Subscription Agreement (including the

PPM), the

Defendants

soliciting

Plaintiff's investments in the Fund. As set forth

Ascendant,

include, but are not limited to,
a.

The

the

GPB

Capital, and the Fund, misrepresented numerous
above,

these

facts in

misrepresentations

following:

representationsregarding

8.25% annual return,

the $1 billion amount of

which, contrary

revenue

to the Defendants'

and estimated

representations,

was

significantly less;
b.

The

c.

The

..

representationthat the investment was "RecessionResilient;

Partners" and had

d.

a

"Current and Sustainable

neither "current" nor

"sustainable;'

The

representations that

the investment

66

Dealerships"

f.

a

The

which Plaintiff learned

"secured

by equity ownership

in

Collateral" in the form of
..

equity reserves;

representationthat the investment included a ninety (90) day policy wherein

the investment could be

for

was

and had "Additional

Escrowed management fees and

The

Yield,"

Operating

..

was

U.S. Auto

e.

the investment involved "Best in Class

representations that

period

of no

more

liquidated

than 2

on

90-days'

notice

(which could be

extended

years); and
..

representationthat the investment had a "Defined Exit Strategy.
-16-
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These

50.

representations were material to

Plaintiff's initial investment in the

maintaining its investment in the Fund, and not withdrawing from
factors indicated that the Fund would be
invested in

a

collateralized,

relatively

an

Fund,

that investment, because these

appropriate investment

for Plaintiff's

goals

to be

conservative investment strategy, where the investment would be

and which could be withdrawn upon request

(subject

to the indicated notice

period).
51.

Defendants made said false

representations purposefully, knowing

them to be

false, and intending Plaintiffto rely upon them.
52.
the

Fund,

Plaintiffjustifiablyrelied on these misrepresentations in making

and in

53.
Plaintiff was

its investment in

continuing to remain invested in the Fund.

As

a

direct and

proximate result of Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions,

damaged by the complete loss

attorney's fees and costs incurred, and
WHEREFORE,

other

of its investment in

Fund, Plaintiff' s interest, other

damages in an amount to be determined at trial.

Plaintiff demands compensatory

damages, prejudgment interest,

court

costs, and attorneys' fees against Defendants GPB CAPITAL HOLDINGS, LLC, GPB
AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD., and ASCENDANT
relief as is just and

equitable in the
COUNT III

-

CAPITAL, LLC, and such other

circumstances.

VIOLATION OF FLA. STAT.

§ 517.301,

FRAUDULENT SECURITIES TRANSACTIONS

(against all Defendants)
54.

Plaintiff

realleges

and restates the

allegations

in

Paragraphs

1

through

53

as

if

fully alleged and stated herein.
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Defendants

55.
facts

in

Plaintiff's

soliciting

GPB

Ascendant,

Capital,

investments

in

and the

the

Fund, misrepresented numerous

Fund.

As

forth

set

above,

these

misrepresentations include, but are not limited to, the following:
The

a.

representationsregarding

8.25% annual return,

the $1 billion amount of

which, contrary

revenue

to the Defendant' s

and estimated

representations,

was

significantly less;
b.

The

c.

The

..

representationthat the investment was "RecessionResilient;
representations that

Partners" and had

d.

"Current and Sustainable

neither "current" nor

"sustainable;'

The

representations that

the investment

66

Dealerships"

f.
56.

Fund,

a

The
The

constitute

a

Defendants have

period

by equity ownership

Collateral" in the

in

form of

..

equity reserves;

of no

more

liquidated on 90-days'

than 2

notice

(which could be

extended

years); and
..

representations made by
violation of Section

knowingly

These

"secured

representationthat the investment had a "Defined Exit Strategy.

regarding the offer, sale
57.

was

representationthat the investment included a ninety (90) day policy wherein

the investment could be
for

Yield," which Plaintiff learned

and had "Additional

Escrowed management fees and

The

Operating

..

was

U.S. Auto

e.

a

the investment involved "Best in Class

or

and

the Defendants Ascendant, GPB

517.301(1)(c), Florida

willfully

purchase of an

made

Statutes.

Capital,

and the

Specifically, each of the

false, fictitious and fraudulent

statements

investment.

representations were material to

Plaintiff's initial investment in the

Fund,

maintaining its investment in the Fund, and not withdrawing from that investment, because these

-18
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factors indicated that the Fund would be
invested in

relatively

a

appropriate investment

an

goals

to

be

conservative investment strategy, where the investment would be

and which could be withdrawn upon request

collateralized,

for Plaintiff's

(subject

to the indicated notice

period).
58.

and in

Plaintiff relied

these

misrepresentations in making

its investment in the

Fund,

continuing to remain invested in the Fund.
59.

Defendants knew that their

recklessness or gross
60.

Plaintiff
other

on

was

As

a

were

false,

or

acted with

negligenceby failing to determine whether the representationswere true.

direct and

damaged by

attorney's

misrepresentations

the

proximate result of Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions,
complete loss

fees and costs

incurred,

of its investment in the

and other

damages

in

an

Fund, Plaintiff's interest,

amount to be determined at

trial.
61.

Plaintiff is

a

Florida limited

the Defendants is centered in Florida. The
occurred in Florida, and Florida has

an

liability

injury

interest in

company, and Plaintiff's

relationship

with

from Defendants' violations of Florida statute

protecting its citizens from such violations.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff request that the Court find Defendants GPB CAPITAL
HOLDINGS, LLC, GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD., and ASCENDANT
CAPITAL, LLC breached Florida Statutes 517.301(1)(a), and award Plaintiff damages in the
amount of the

damages,

as

original

well

as

investment

plus

the

promised

returns

on

such

investment, punitive

Plaintiff's reasonable attorney's fees and costs, and such other relief

as

is

just and equitable in the circumstances.
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COUNT IV
SECURITIES FRAUD

-

-

VIOLATIONOF FLA. STAT.

§ 517.312,

BOILER ROOMS AND PROHIBITED PRACTICES

(against all Defendants)
Plaintiff

62.

realleges

and restates the

allegations

in

Paragraphs

1

if

through

53

Capital,

and the

as

fully alleged and stated herein.
The

63.

Fund,

either

representations made by

directly or through

the Defendants Ascendant, GPB

their agents, constitute

517.312(1)(a).Specifically, Defendants have,

a

violation of Florida Statutes Section

in connection with the

offer, sale

or

purchase of an

investment.

employed

a.

a

device, scheme

or

artifice to defraud Plaintiff of its substantial

investment monies;
b.

obtained Plaintiff's monies by means of untrue statements of material facts; and

c.

engaged in a transaction, practice or course of business which operates or would
operate as
The

64.

Fund,

constitute

a

Defendants have

knowingly
or

and

recover its

deceit upon

and

a

person.

the Defendants Ascendant, GPB

517.312(1)(a), Florida

willfully

made

false,

Specifically, each of the

(6),

or

security

and

recover

Plaintiff is entitled to rescind its

damages

Florida Statutes. Pursuant to Section

as

provided

in Section

517.211(3)(a), Plaintiff

legal rate,

may

less any amount of income

Plaintiff upon tender of the investment. Pursuant to Section

recover its

and the

fictitious and fraudulent statements

517.312(2), Florida Statutes,

investment principal plus interest thereon at the

by

Statutes.

Capital,

purchase of an investment.

of Defendants' investment

517.211(3)(a), (4)

may

or

violation of Section

Pursuant to Section

65.

received

fraud

representations made by

regarding the offer, sale

purchase

a

517.211(6),

Plaintiff

reasonable attorney's fees incurred in bring this action.
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Court find Defendants GPB

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff request that the

CAPITAL

HOLDINGS, LLC, GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD., and ASCENDANT

CAPITAL,

LLC breached Florida Statutes

amount of the

damages,

as

original

well

as

investment

plus

517.312(1)(a), and

the

promised

award Plaintiff

returns on such

damages

in the

investment, punitive

Plaintiff's reasonable attorney's fees and costs, and such other relief

as

is

as

if

just and equitable in the circumstances.
COUNT V

-

(against
Plaintiff

66.

realleges

CONVERSION

all

Defendants)

and restates the

in

allegations

Paragraphs

1

through

42

fully alleged and stated herein.
This

67.

is

HOLDINGS, LLC,
CAPITAL,

an

GPB

action

for

conversion

AUTOMOTIVE

GPB

against Defendants,

INCOME FUND,

CAPITAL

LTD., and ASCENDANT

LLC.

68.

Defendants converted to their

own use

Plaintiff's funds

totaling $350,000.00 plus

interest, which are the property of Plaintiff.
69.
and

Plaintiff demanded that Defendants return the

funds, including by letters, emails,

phone calls, for over the past two years.
70.

Plaintiff has

an

immediate

right

to

the

possession

of its

funds, which it had

demanded from Defendants.
71.

the

funds,

and

Despite Plaintiff's demands to return the funds,

Defendants have refused to return

they have wrongfully and illegally retain the benefit of the funds,

while refusing to

return the funds to Plaintiff.

72.

Defendants wrongfully exercised dominion and control

Defendants not having

legal right to the

the

funds, despite

funds.

-
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73.

As

a

damages, including,

direct and

proximate

result of Defendants conversion, Plaintiffhas suffered

but not limited to, the value

attorney's fees, costs, as well

as

other

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff,

of

the

funds, Plaintiff's loss ofuse ofthe funds,

damages sustained.

demands

judgment against Defendants,

GPB

CAPITAL

HOLDINGS, LLC, GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD., and ASCENDANT
CAPITAL, LLC, for damages, plus interest, together with late fees,

fees,

court

costs, and

attorney's

and for such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper.
COUNT VI

-

UNJUST ENRICHMENT

(against all Defendants)
74.

Plaintiff

realleges

and restates the

allegations

in

Paragraphs

1

through

42

as

if

fully alleged and stated herein.
75.

$350,000.00

Defendantshave been
in

unjustly enriched as a

funds, commission, and

other

fees,

as

well

direct result of Plaintiff's payment of
as

Defendants'

wrongfully retaining

Plaintiff's interest of 8.25% per year.
76.

fees,

By making the foregoing payment to Defendants, paying

Plaintiff has conferred
77.

continued to
78.

Defendants

a

commission, and other

benefit upon Defendants.

knowingly appreciated, accepted,

appreciate, accept and retain the
Under the

a

circumstances,

and retained such

benefits,

and

conferred benefits.

it would be

inequitable for

Defendants to retain such

benefits without paying the value thereof.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff,

demands

judgment against Defendants,

GPB

CAPITAL

HOLDINGS, LLC, GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD., and ASCENDANT

CAPITAL, LLC, for damages, plus interest, together with late fees,

fees,

court

costs, and

attorney's

and for such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper.
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COUNT VII

-

CIVIL THEFT

(against all GPB Capital and the Fund)
Plaintiff

79.

realleges

and restates the

allegations

in

Paragraphs

1

through

42

as

if

fully alleged and stated herein.
This is

80.

an

action for civil theft

against GPB

CAPITAL

HOLDINGS, LLC and

GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD.

$350,000.00

Capital

GPB

81.

in

82.

funds,

The

and the Fund have converted for their

in violation of Fla. Stat.

own

use,

Plaintiff's

§ 812.014(1).

taking by Defendants, GPB Capital and the Fund, was intentional, wrongful,

and without Plaintiff's consent.
83.

Plaintiff has demanded the property, but GPB

failed and refused to

right to

§

$350,000.00

in

funds,

in contravention of Plaintiff's

the funds.
84.

Stat.

Plaintiff its

provide

Capital and the Fund have illegally

Plaintiff has made written demand

772.11. See Exhibit "B.

85.
suffered

As

a

GPB

Capital and the

Fund pursuant to Fla.

..

proximate

damages, including,

attorney's fees, and

on

result of the actions of GPB

Capital

but not limited to, the value of the

expenses incurred

as

the result of the

and the

Fund,

Plaintiffhas

$350,000.00, plus interest,

wrongful taking

of GPB

Capital and

the Fund.

WHEREFORE,
HOLDINGS,

judgment

in its favor and

LLC and GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME

damages pursuant to

attorney's fees

Plaintiff demands

Fla. Stat.

§

722.11

against

GPB CAPITAL

FUND, LTD., and also award treble

(totaling $1,050,000.00).

Plaintiff also

demands, costs,

and such other relief as this Court deems just and proper.
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COUNT VIII

-

ACCOUNTING

(against GPB Capital and the Fund)
86.

Plaintiff

realleges

and restates the

allegations

in

Paragraphs

1

through

85

as

if

fully alleged and stated herein.
87.

This is

an

action for

an

accounting brought by Plaintiffs against

Defendants GPB

Capital and the Fund and is within the jurisdiction of the Court.
88.

Defendants GPB

Plaintiff, including

matters

interest earned

said

on

Capital

and the Fund have hidden financial transactions from

pertaining to

investment,

Plaintiff's

investment in the

$350,000.00

the repayment schedule of the

investment,

Fund,

the

and where

Plaintiff's monies were invested.
89.

At all times relevant, Defendants GPB

to Plaintiff to act in Plaintiff's best interests.

role

as

the company

the Fund role and its
90.

Plaintiff by

Fund and

duty

arose as a

marketing it to

Fund owed a

fiduciary duty

result of the GPB

investors including the

Capital's

Plaintiff,

and

duty to its investors including the Plaintiff.

Defendants have breached their

excessively using

funds when due,

making

managing the

Said

Capital and the

failing

and

and

misusing

fiduciary

invested

duties and other

funds, failing

refusing to provide an accounting to

obligations

owed to

to return Plaintiff's invested

Plaintiff of its

investment,

and

other misrepresentations to induce Plaintiff to maintain its investment in the Fund under

false pretenses.
91.

GPB

As

Capital and

a

result of the aforesaid duties and

the Fund had

an

Plaintiff's investment and the status
92.

obligations

owed to

obligation to provide Plaintiff with
o f Plaintiff's investment within the

Plaintiffhasdemanded an

an

Plaintiff,

Defendants

accounting regarding

Fund.

accounting and said demand has been refused.
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Plaintiff does not have

93.

through which to gain
of the

for

itself,

a

an

adequate remedy,

other than

an

equitable accounting,

comprehensive understanding of the profits

and distributions

Fund, as well as all corporate assets improperly diverted by the Fund and/or GPB Capital.
WHEREFORE,

Plaintiff demands

judgment against

Defendants GPB

CAPITAL

HOLDINGS, LLC and GPB AUTOMOTIVE INCOME FUND, LTD. requiring them to render a
full and

complete accounting of the

investment,

to

finances of the Fund

Plaintiff, together with

as

they relate to Plaintiff's $350,000.00

court costs and such other relief as the Court deems

just

and proper.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff demands a trial

by jury on all issues so triable as a matter o f right.

Dated: October 8,2020.

Respectfully submitted,
SHUTTS & BOWEN LLP

Attorneysfor Plaintiff
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 4100

Miami, Florida 33131

Telephone: (305) 358-6300
Facsimile: (305) 381-9982
By-. /s/Harold E. Patricoff
Harold E. Patricoff, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 508357

Aleksey Shtivelman, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 99159

Isabella Llano,

Esq.
illano@shutts.com

Florida Bar No. 1018625
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EXHIBIT A

HAROLD E. PATRICOFF

Utts

PARTNER

Shutts & Bowen LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 4100

Miami, Florida 33131
DIRECT (305) 379-9189
FAX
(305) 347-7889
EMAIL

May 15,2020

VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL

David Gentile

Adam Champion

CEO/Founder
GPB

Client Relations Associate

Capital Holdings,

535 West 24th

LLC

GPB Automotive Income

ith

Street, 4th Floor

New York, New York 10011

Re:

Fund, Ltd.

3811 Bee Cave Road, Suite 210

Austin, Texas 78746

GPB Automotive Income Fund;

6503-5593

(the "Investment")
Dear Mr. Gentile and Mr.

LLC

Champion:

Our firm, Shutts & Bowen LLP represents Lupe Corporation now known as Ceiba Palm
("Ceiba") in connection with its Investment in the GPB Automotive Income Fund (the

"Fund"). For nearly the last two years we have been communicating with the Fund and its
representatives to help our client withdraw the value of its Investment in the Fund. Despite
promises and assurances, however, the Fund has failed and refused to liquidate the Investment
and to transfer its complete value to our client.
Instead, our client has been repeatedly
stonewalled, delayed, and ignored. By this letter, we write in one final attempt to amicably
resolve this dispute before our client is forced to resort to litigation against the Fund and its
parent company, GPB Capital Holdings, LLC, to recover the value of its interest, for punitive
damages, and for attorney's fees and costs, and for all other rights and remedies available at law
or in equity.
way of background, on December 1, 2016, our client
3,500 shares of GPB Automotive Income Fund Ltd Shares

By

acquired
at a price

Lupe Corporation initially
-A-, ISIN KYG403641049,

of $100 per share for a total investment value of $350,000.00, plus the cost of
commissions and taxes.
As we advised, Lupe Corporation was previously a Bahamian

corporation until it became a United States entity when it was domesticated into a Florida limited
liability company (and changed its name to CEIBA Palm LLC) on March 21, 2018. In early July
2018, our client requested more information regarding the Fund, and then requested that the
value of its Investment be liquidated, due to the fact that your Private Placement Memorandum
("PPM") prohibits a United States entity from being an investor in the Fund. Because CEIBA is
now a United States
entity, it is not permitted to hold any interest in the Fund. Countless emails
have been exchanged between our firm, the Fund, and its
at Ascendant
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Messrs. Gentile and

Champion

May 15,2020
Page 2

LLC ("Ascendant")1 regarding this issue. On March 19, 2019, Federico Solis, Client
Relations Associate at Ascendant advised that the matter "has been escalated to GPB's board,
confirming that "no U.S. person can hold this asset" and that the board was considering our

Capital,

,,

client' s demand to redeem its Investment. Since that time. we have been repeatedly advised that
the Fund's management is reviewing our request and will confirm that the Investment can be
redeemed and liquidated and the value would be transferred to our client. However, our requests
continue to be

ignored, the violation of your Fund's PPM has not been resolved,
still waiting for the redemption to be effected.
For the these reasons, among

liquidate its

Investment

(including the

other interest of CEIBA in the
account at EFG

Fund)

and

our

client is

others, CEIBA hereby demands that you immediately
$350,000 in principal,plus all interest, dividends and all

and transfer the total value of the Investment to

Bank, Account Number REDACTED (the "Account").

our

client' s

2

In the event that you require
additional time, we demand that you redeem the Investment and transfer the total resulting cash
value to our client's EFG Bank Account no later than next Friday, Mav 29,2020. Should you
fail to do so, we will be forced to take immediate legal action against the Fund, its
parent
company, GPB Capital Holdings, LLC, its agents Ascendant, and any and all other responsible
parties, which we hope can be avoided. We look forward to receiving a favorable response.

Nothing
reduce

or

set forth herein is

shall it be deemed, to modify, limit, release,
remedies and/or privileges pursuant to terms of the

intended,

nor

waive any of our client' s rights,
or at law or in equity, all of which

Investment,

enumeration of the

specific

to waive any other

deemed,

claims and

are

specifically reserved. Furthermore, the

damages referred to herein is not intended, nor
existing under applicable law.

shall it be

claims currently

PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELVES ACCORDINGLY.

Sincerely,
Shutts & Bowen LLP

v

Hold E. Iticoff
'

We understand that Ascendant

distribution and
On June

Capital, LLC is an affiliate of, and offers securities, structuring,
servicing through, their broker-dealer Ascendant Alternative Strategies, LLC member FINRA/SIPC.

13,2019, Ascendant advised for the first time that the shares were not held in our client's name, but may be
a custodian or nominee, and we
provided the requested informationregarding the custodian/nominee.No
further information was requested, and therefore all necessary information has already been provided to date, in
held under
order to

complete
2

USD

the

The shares

redemption
were

Account, until BSI

of our client's Investment.

previously held
integrated into

was

at our client's account at BSI

bank, Account Number REDACTED

EFG Bank SA, which took effect April 7,2017.
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Messrs. Gentile and
May 15, 2020

Page

ec:

Champion

3

Pedro Fuentes
Jose Bolivar

Federico Solis
Matt Galinsky

Aleksey Shtivelman
MIADOCS 20135242 1
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EXHIBIT B

HAROLD E. PATRICOFF
PARTNER
Shutts & Bowen LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 4100
Miami, Florida 33131
DIRECT (305) 379-9189
FAX
(305) 347-7889
EMAIL

Shutts
June 4,2020

VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL

David Gentile

Adam Champion

CEO/Founder

Client Relations Associate
GPB Automotive Income Fund, Ltd.
3811 Bee Cave Road, Suite 210

GPB

Capital Holdings, LLC
.th
535 West 24h Street, 4 Floor
New York, New York 10011
Re:

Austin, Texas 78746

Theft of Funds from Ceiba Palm LLC

Dear Mr. Gentile and Mr.

Champion:

Our firm, Shutts & Bowen LLP represents Lupe

Corporation now

known

as

Ceiba Palm

LLC ("Ceiba") in connection with GPB Automotive Income Fund's (the "Fund") theft of funds
from Ceiba. For nearly the last two years we have been communicating with the Fund and its

representatives to

assist

client to withdraw its investment from the Fund. Despite promises
and assurances from the Fund, the Fund has failed and refused to liquidate the investment and to
transfer its complete value to our client. Instead, our client has been repeatedly stonewalled,
delayed, and ignored.
our

On December 1, 2016, our client Lupe Corporation initially acquired 3,500 shares of
GPB Automotive Income Fund Ltd Shares -A-, ISIN KYG403641049, at a price of $100 per
share for a total investment value of $350,000.00, plus the cost of commissions and taxes (the

"Investment").

advised, Lupe Corporation was previously a Bahamian corporation until it
became United States entity when it was domesticated into a Florida limited liability
company
(and changed its name to CEIBA Palm LLC) on March 21, 2018. In early July 2018, our client
requested more information regarding the Fund, and then requested that the value of its
Investment be liquidated, due to the fact that your Private Placement Memorandum ("PPM")
As

we

a

prohibits

a United States
entity from being an investor in the Fund. Because Ceiba is now a
United States entity, it is not permitted to hold any interest in the Fund. Countless emails have
been exchanged between our firm, the Fund, and its
at Ascendant Capital,
1
LLC ("Ascendanf) regarding this issue. On March 19, 2019, Federico Solis, Client Relations

i

We understand that Ascendant Capital, LLC is an affiliate of, and offers securities,
structuring,
distribution and servicing through, their broker-dealer Ascendant Alternative Strategies, LLC member FINRA/SIPC.
On June 13,2019, Ascendant advised for the first time that the shares were not held in our client's name, but
may be
held under a custodianor nominee, and we provided the requested informationregarding the custodian/nominee.No
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Messrs. Gentile and

Champion

June 3,2020

Page

2

Associate at Ascendant advised that the matter "has been escalated to GPB's board," confirming
that "no U.S. person can hold this asset" and that the board was considering our client's demand
to redeem its Investment. Since that time, we have been
repeatedly advised that the Fund's

management is reviewing

our request and will confirm that the Investment can be redeemed and
and the value would be transferred to our client. However, our
requests continue to be

liquidated
ignored, the violation of your Fund's PPM has
for the redemption to be effected.

not been

resolved, and our client is still waiting

Despite repeated demands by our client, for payment of its funds, the Fund has failed to
respond to any communications by our client, and has failed and refused to return the
$350,000.00 in principal, plus all interest, dividendsand all other interest of Ceiba in the Fund to
our client. These actions constitute
fraud, deceit and civil theft under § 812.014, Florida Statutes
and under Florida law.

This letter serves as written demand, in accordance with § 772.11, Florida Statutes, for
the payment of three times the value of the Ceiba's funds in the amount of $350,000.00, or

$1,050,000.00.

If you pay $1,050,000.00 within thirty (30) days after receipt of this letter,
provide you with a written release from further civil liability for this specific act of
theft. Furthermore, you should be aware that if you fail to make payment as demanded in this

Ceiba will

letter, and if

a cause of action is instituted
against you for civil theft pursuant to the above
mentioned statute, Ceiba will also be entitled to its attorneys' fees and costs. In this regard, the
Court will not, in awarding these fees and costs, consider your ability to
pay.

Please contact
without

delay.

return of the

me

upon

receipt

of this communication,

Our client is interested in

resolving

this matter

or

have your

amicably

attorney do

and is

so

seeking your

misappropriated funds immediately. However, should you fail to respond to

this

demand letter and return the

funds, we have been authorized by our client to file a lawsuit against
you, for a statutory civil theft claim upon the expiration of thirty (30) days from your receipt of
this letter, or on or before July 6,2020, unless you have satisfied Ceiba' s demand
prior to this

date.

All other

waived, and
or

our

rights

client

and

legal

reserves

the

remedies

right

to

specifically reserved,

any remedies
immediately pursue all other claims available at law
are

nor

are

in equity.

PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELVES ACCORDINGLY.

Sincerely,
Iutts

LLP

=-Harold E. Patricoff
further information was requested, and therefore all necessary information has
order to complete the redemption of our client's Investment.
..
'
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Pedro Fuentes
Jose Bolivar

Federico Solis
Matt Galinsky

Aleksey Shtivelman
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EXHIBIT C

HAROLD E. PATRICOFF

Shutts

PARTNER

Shutts & Bowen LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 4100
Miami, Florida 33131
DIRECT (305) 379-9189
FAX
(305) 347-7889
EMAIL

July 16,2020

VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL

JenniferBergenfeld,Esq.

Managing Counsel
GBP Capital Holdings, LLC
535 West 24th Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10011

Ceiba Palm LLC

Re:

-

Demand

Dear Jennifer:
I appreciate your time during our telephone conferences over the past couple of weeks
and your efforts to address my client' s request to
liquidate his investment and return his funds.
we
cannot continue to wait for this matter to be resolved. As you know, we represent
However,

Lupe Corporation,

now known as Ceiba Palm LLC
("Ceiba"), in connection with the funds
invested in GPB Automotive Income Fund (the "Fund") which our client has been trying to
withdraw over the last two years. When you and I spoke recently, you advised you would be able

to

help

get this

resolved quickly. In our June 4,2020 letter, among other things, we
demanded treble damages, in accordance with § 772.11, Florida Statutes, and for the return of
treble the value of our client's funds by July 6,2020. You and I exchanged numerous emails,
phone calls, and you assured me that the Fund would facilitate the return of $350,000 in principal
us

matter

(plus any accrued interest), to my client Ceiba, but to date, that has not occurred. We also
participated in a conference call with EFG Bank. However, despite numerous calls, emails,
promises and assurances, the Fund has failed and refused to liquidate Ceiba's investment and to
transfer its complete value to our client. Our client's funds must be returned immediately.
On behalf of our client,
Ceiba's funds totaling $350,000

demand the Fund to transfer or facilitate the transfer of
(plus any accrued interest) within seven (7) days of this letter,
we

and in any event not later than July 22, 2020. Our client is interested in
resolving this matter
the
should
to
Fund
fail
return
accrued
However,
amicably.
$350.000 (plus anv
interest) to
Ceiba by July 22, 2020, we have been authorized by our client to immediately
pursue all
remedies available in equity and at law, including but not limited to filing a lawsuit against the

Fund, its parent company, GPB Capital Holdings, LLC, its agents Ascendant Capital LLC, and
any and all other

shutts.com I
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Ms. Jennifer Bergenfeld

July 16,
Page

2020

2

All other

and

legal remedies are specifically reserved, nor are any remedies
waived, and our client reserves the right to immediately pursue all other claims available at law
or in
equity.
rights

PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELVES ACCORDINGLY.

Sincerely,
Shutts & Bowen LLP

C7,

2-7
Harold E. Patricoff

CC:

Federico Solis

Jody Brockman
Damian Perez, Vice President
Carine Roumajon, Assistant Relationship Manager

Aleksey Shtivelman
MIADOCS 204919562
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